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Executive Summary 

Megabus.com is a coach travel booking service whose company has been greatly expanding 

in recent years. Usability testing was carried out in November 2013 with 5 participants on the 

UK Megabus.com website to determine whether or not the site was providing a high standard 

of online service for the UK market. Results from the tests and satisfaction questionnaires 

were significantly low revealing issues including outdated features, lengthy task times, hidden 

and/or inadequate information, deficient ease of use, and poor ratings for trustworthiness 

and intuitiveness. 32 modifications of the site have been recommended to alleviate the issues 

and overall improve the website’s performance.  
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Introduction 

The Current Market 

The UK online travel booking industry is a rapidly growing market with an average of 44% of 

the UK adult population looking for travel options online at any given month according to 

Google (in Travolution 2013). Although, they are not the leaders in the UK travel sector, the 

coach industry accounted for £2.35 billion pounds injected into the economy with 273 million 

journeys made in 2007 (Barber 2009: 2). Currently, the coach industry continues to grow, 

meeting the demands of consumers looking for greater value in the current economic climate 

(ABTA 2012: 2), whilst offering an environmentally friendly, lowest carbon footprint alternative 

to air, car and rail services (Mintel 2011). 

 

Stagecoach Group: Megabus 

Based and established in Perth, Scotland, the international transport group Stagecoach was 

founded in 1980. It is the second largest transport group in the UK, after FirstGroup. 

Alongside ventures in buses, trains, trams and ferries, Stagecoach Group have several 

different coach brands. They launched the Megabus low-cost “no-frills” intercity coach service 

in 2003 which has since revolutionised travel in the UK (Stagecoach Group 2013) and, 

subsequently, North America (presently its strongest revenue) (See: Figure 1). 

Megabus offers a scheduled domestic coach service and an international coach service. There 

are now also special event services with Megabus.com and currently it is the official coach 

supplier for Silverstone (Silverstone 2013). As of writing, Megabus serves over 100 

destinations in the UK and Mainland Europe and over the last decade has had 30 million 

passengers in the UK travelling a total of 54 Million miles (Stagecoach Group 2013). While 

celebrating 10 years of transforming coach travel, 2013 has seen additional services 

introduced including new destinations, onboard WIFI and the MegabusGold service for luxury 

coach travel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Taken From Stagecoach Annual Report 2013 
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Megabus.com 

The Edinburgh based, digital development agency, Kraya were closely involved in the 

inception and development of the Megabus.com e-commerce website for its launch in 2003. 

“We were briefed with building a complex load based pricing engine 

for what was then a fledging project” Kraya (Kraya 2011). Since its creation, the 

Megabus.com website has seen ever-growing demands and at times has hundreds of 

thousands of visitors and with tens of thousands of ticket transactions a day. Over the years 

needs have been met such as additional online features and optimised architecture for the 

increased complexity and feature-set (Kraya 2011).  

The website acts as the primary access point and service for customers to purchase tickets. It 

is the core of the entire Megabus business (Stagecoach Group, 2013: 12) and was the niche 

facilitator for market access into a sector monopolised, de facto, by National Express, their 

highest competitor in the UK (van de Velde 2010: 270). National Express now also runs web-

based ticket sales alongside their coach station bookings and travel agents. 

 

Ethos and Vision 

Prior to Megabus.com, passengers would have to purchase coach tickets at the station or 

stop and would all pay the same fare (Stagecoach Group, 2013). Megabus.com was the first, 

in its sector, to introduce an online service with a yield management pricing strategy (van de 

Velde 2010: 270) “based on the pricing modal followed by low-cost 

airlines, allowing people to grab a bargain by booking early” 

Stagecoach (Stagecoach Group 2013). Megabus.com differentiated itself from other coach 

services “by concentrating on low income target groups such as students, young people 

without driving license, or elderly people” (van de Velde 2010: 270). Its brand capitalises on 

marketing its lowest £1 fare and recognises that making transport more affordable for 

millions of people is pertinent during tough economical times as people seek ways to stretch 

their money further (Stagecoach Group 2011). 

Megabus.com should be driven to enticing new customers to their coach service, as well 

maintaining a modern service to ensure brand loyalty from existing customers who will have 

expectations and demands as online consumers. The likely usability goals of the 

Megabus.com website are to enable efficient user journeys to: ticket purchasing; accessing 

lowest cost ticket results; and accessing additional travel information/services. Megabus.com 

will no doubt also endeavour to tighten the gap between those users who are accessing the 

site compared to those who are actually proceeding to the check-out and purchasing tickets. 
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Purpose of Study 

Aims 

Due to the Megabus company expanding their scope and experiencing huge success with 

their North American branch (See: Figure 1), this report focuses attention on their UK service. 

It is important that Megabus are not neglecting their UK customers and that the 

Megabus.com site is efficiently and effectively meeting high usability, something that has the 

potential to increase key performance indicators (KPI) up to +83% (Nielsen 2008). 

Although, Megabus.com’s front end website design was more recently taken over by Emperor 

Designs, it is still closely based on the original site created by Kraya in 2003. Therefore, the 

site maybe outdated and in need of adopting current features and functions that are trending 

in e-commerce and travel booking sites. This study will analyse what usability issues are 

affecting the site, the extent to which it meets users’ expectations, and the specific 

redesigns/solutions required to alleviate those issues and overall enhance the user 

experience.  

Government action plans are underway to encourage and make provisions for coach 

transportation across the UK (due in turn to its greener status and ability to reduce road 

congestion (Greener Journey 2013: 6)). With projections for increased demand and growth in 

the UK coach industry (TFL 2013: 18), it is essential that Megabus.com are providing the best 

possible e-commerce service for its UK users: “A significant and ongoing 

Megabus.com website failure could severely affect the brand and 

also give a competitor an advantage” Stagecoach (Stagecoach Group 2013: 12).   

 

Preliminary Usability Concerns 

During a pilot study of the website a few potential usability issues came to light:  

The first main concern is for navigation into the UK site from the welcome page. The page 

design may not be the most intuitive for the UK users and confusion/difficulties are expected. 

Furthermore, after selecting a location, the browser stores this information and makes it the 

default redirect when accessing megabus.com. This is problematic for a wrong location 

selection (such as United States English, instead of Europe  English for accessing the UK 

site) as the user will then be unable to go ‘back’ to the welcome page selection page or re-

enter the megabus.com URL without it redirecting to the now default wrong site.  

The other initial concern is that users have no explicit or easy access point to a list of 

Megabus.com’s lowest fares, despite their heavy marketing of £1 tickets. Non-search 

specific/browsing and online travel research is highly desired by UK users according to 

Google (in Travolution 2013) so a facility to browse through low fares may be expected.  
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Since the first preliminary usability assessment, the Megbus.com website was updated and 

amended; the ‘Welcome: Please select a location’ page now has a new layout and an 

additional British flag symbol for UK English (See: Figure 3). 

 

  

Figure 3. Updated Megabus.com Welcome Page 

Figure 2. Initial Megabus.com Welcome Page 

 

 

 

The UK site being categorised 

under an EU symbol English 

is potentially non-intuitive and 

problematic. 

 

The main advertised URL  

sent users to this page. 

Are UK users drawn to the 

word English at the centre of 

the page and expect it 

accesses the UK site? The browser then stores the US 

site redirecting to it by default so 

you cannot return to change. 

 Will UK users quickly 

recognise the British Flag 

symbol: English as the 

gateway to the UK site? 

 
 

Other English options may 

potentially cause confusion 

for UK users wanting to 

access the UK site. 
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Figure 4. Megabus.com UK Homepage 
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search specific travel 

tickets. 

 The UK site URL is actually 

uk.megabus.com 
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for the UK English site. 
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LOWEST FARES 

navigation button.  
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‘low cost’ but no 

direct link to fares. 

 This ‘On sale NOW!’ reference 

to cheaper tickets doesn’t 

actually show them. 

 A series of 6 rotating 

adverts, some referring 

to cheap tickets. 

 Uses drop down 

menu (only) and is 

locked until previous 

selection is entered.  
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Analysis 

Personas 

Four personas for UK Megabus.com users have been created with an amalgamation of data: 

1. Travel and coach reports and online material referencing statistics e.g. emarketer.com 

2. Twitter analytics and statistics for @megabusuk from online providers Followerwonk and 

Simply Measured combined with primary data collection from a cross section of followers. 

3. Ethnographic and survey research (See: Appendices, p39) on-site at Megabus Coach 

Station London, Victoria. 

 

  
Reason for Travel 

Travel Info Needs 

Life Style 

Website Needs 

    Going back home/uni (term times)     Visiting friends       

    Going to music festivals        Doesn’t own a car 

    Updates on delays      Luggage amount  

    WIFI, power sockets, laptop/mobile provisions       

     

    Doesn’t own a car     Price-sensitive            Used to roughing it          

 

    Doesn’t own a car 
    Fast booking process        Clear information       

    Quick access to finding lowest/bargain fares 

    Doesn’t own a car 

Student (19) 

Type of Travel 
    Spontaneous when visiting friends     Planned/advance booking  

    Short regular breaks      Sometimes travels with friends          

 

    Doesn’t own a car Context 
    Often lots of distractions        Uni computers      

    Laptop at home and mobile on the move       

Reason for Travel 

Travel Info Needs 

Life Style 

Website Needs 

    Visiting friends and family           Doesn’t own a car 

           

    Updates on delays      Comfort  

    Child fares 

     

    Doesn’t own a car     Price sensitive            Low-income/unemployed          

 

    Doesn’t own a car 
    Clear, accessible         Personable, secure, trustworthy 

    Browsing lowest/bargain fares 

    Doesn’t own a car 

Type of Travel 
    Planned/advance booking       Ticket price influences travel date 

    Sometimes travels alone or with child     Shorter travel distances      

friends          

 

    Doesn’t own a car 
Context 

    Often distractions at home        Sets a purpose task       

    Laptop or desktop computer at home    

Mother (33) 
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Reason for Travel 

Travel Info Needs 

Life Style 

Website Needs 

     Visiting friends and family       Sightseeing/breaks away     

     

    Updates on delays      Luggage amount  

    Journey times       Facilities, accessibility       

     

    Doesn’t own a car 
    Less price-sensitive            Prefer coach travel: less stressful          

 

    Doesn’t own a car 
    Accessible and intuitive        Clear information/instructions       

    Informed booking process  

    Doesn’t own a car 

Type of Travel 
    Planned/advance booking       Seldom travels alone 

    Fairly long distances       

 

    Doesn’t own a car Context     At home on desktop computer         

         

Reason for Travel 

Travel Info Needs 

Life Style 

Website Needs 

    Visiting friends and family           Owns a car but prefers alternative 

    Going to music festivals        Going on holiday 

    Updates on delays      Luggage amount  

    WIFI, power sockets, laptop/mobile provisions       

     

    Doesn’t own a car     Adventurous       Used to roughing it 

    Sociable        Not as price-sensitive          

 

    Doesn’t own a car 
    Browsing destinations        Secure and trustworthy       

     

    Doesn’t own a car 

Type of Travel 
    Mostly planned/advance booking      Occasionally spontaneous 

    Often for weekends      Mostly travels alone 

T          

 

    Doesn’t own a car 
Context 

    Less distractions             Desktop computer at workplace      

    Laptop or tablet at home, maybe mobile on the move       

Traveller (30) 

Mature Traveller (70) 
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Hierarchical Task Analysis   
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Method 

Experimental Design 

The objective was to identify areas of the website that failed to meet high usability during 

standard/essential tasks and to gain insight into user expectations and satisfaction. This was 

achieved by recording both quantitative and qualitative data through a combination of 

summative and formulative usability test techniques. The testing enabled a means of 

benchmarking the current Megabus.com website’s usability as well as analysing areas that 

needed improvements. 

The experiment utilised the ‘think aloud’ method that allows participants’ tacit behaviours, 

such as interpretation, planning and reacting, to be observed, recorded and analysed 

explicitly (Hughes 2012). Thinking aloud involved participants vocalising their thoughts and 

responses while solving tasks. In addition, the researcher occasionally asked questions and 

elicited participants’ responses during the tasks; unassisted participants seldom generate 

valuable verbal reports (Hertzum and Jacobsen 2001: 425) (See: Procedures, p17). 

As the laboratory setting “can never re-create the full contextual richness of the actual use 

environment” (Weinger, Wiklund and Gardner-Bonneau 2011: 209) and the objectives of this 

experiment required less variable control, a laboratory setting was not chosen (See: 

Environment, p16). “We develop an in-depth understanding of users by watching and 

interviewing them performing their real activities in their natural environments” (Rosenbaum 

and Kantner 2007: 1) so testing was carried out in the field. This gave a more realistic setup 

since participants remained in their normal setting (Brush, Ames and Davis 2004: 1180) and 

allowed for randomised variables and greater generalisability of results. Rosenbaum and 

Kantner argue for contextual inquiry and field methods particularly “when the primary goal is 

to understand users better – to learn what they really do with products, or to explore which 

new features to add” (2007: 7).  
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Participants 

5 participants were chosen for the usability test as part of this evaluation report (See: Nielson, 

J. (2000) Why You Only Need to Test with 5 Users). Effort was made for an inclusive 

participant range, reflective of the identified personas and Megabus.com users/potential 

users. All participants had general/moderate experience using computers, the internet and 

booking an online travel ticket of some sort. Only 1 participant had booked tickets on (or 

visited) the Megabus.com website prior to the usability test. Participants in this study were all 

able bodied with no known/specific disabilities. The repeated measures design of the 

experiment meant all participants performed each of the various tasks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Participant 

ID 

Gender Occupation Age Experience with 

booking sites 

Experience with 

Megabus.com 

MB001 F Trainee Psychologist 23 Yes None 

MB002 M Student 21 Yes Yes, once 

MB003      M Labourer 25 Yes None 

MB004 F Unemployed/Mother 30 Yes None 

MB005 F Cleaner/Mother 53 Yes None 
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Tasks 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Task 1. Type in the megabus.com URL and then go through to 

the UK website. 

Answer:        Successfully enters the UK site from the ‘Welcome’ page.  

Task 

2.1. 

 

From the megabus.com UK homepage, book the cheapest 

ticket from Newcastle to London for one passenger 

leaving on 05/12/13 returning on 12/12/13.  

Answer:        Successfully books the £16 tickets each way through to the                  

                     payment check out section.  

2.2. Go back and check what facilities are offered on 

Megabus? 

Answer:        Successfully finds the ‘megabus Features’ box on the homepage 

                     or finds the information in ‘Customer Service.’ 

2.3. Are these on your bus? 

Answer:        Correctly ticks the task sheet answer: “Maybe, there’s no guarantee.” 

Alternative:  Decides to contact Megabus.com. 

Task 3. Leaving from London, you want to book a return trip for 

the weekend with your partner. You can travel any 

weekend, anywhere, but have a budget of £10, where can 

you go? What are the dates? 

Answer:        Successfully finds a return ticket for 2 anywhere for £10 or under. 

Task 4.      What time should you check-in for an international 

journey, such as to Paris or Amsterdam? 

Answer:        15mins for domestic check-in but T&C don’t mention international. 

Alternative:  Decides to contact Megabus.com (only way to find answer). 

Task 5. What is the maximum luggage allowed on board? 

Answer:        Correctly 25kg (from any section of the website).  

Task 6. Find out what delays are currently affecting Megabus 

coaches tonight? 

Answer:        Locates the twitter link and identifies the delays mentioned.  

Alternative:  Decides to contact Megabus.com. 

Task 7. Do some free browsing, maybe there is a trip you are 

planning or you want to compare another site. 

 

 First navigation task, potential 

difficulty raised in pilot study 

(despite this page being 

recently updated).   

 Important information for 

passengers; needs to be 

clear and accessible? This 

may affect some users’ 

purchasing decisions. 

 A frequent task, attention will 

be paid to task time and points 

of uncertainty during what 

should be a fast booking. 

 Users who browse/research will 

want access to easily finding 

cheap tickets, potential difficulty 

raised in pilot study and station 

survey feedback. 

 Important information 

for passengers, issue 

raised in station survey. 

feedback. 

 Important information 

for passengers. 

 

 Important information 

for passengers, issue 

raised in station survey. 

feedback. 

  This task will hopefully bring light to unanticipated 

problems and give insight to user behaviour. 
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Usability Metrics 

The extent of the Megabus.com website’s usability was measured and recorded using 

adapted methods outlined in the Common Industry Format for Usability Test Reports (CIF) 

procedure for “achiev[ing] specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction” (NIST, 

2001: 2). To this end, despite their difficulty to interpret objectively, metrics for effectiveness, 

efficiency and user satisfaction were captured in the following ways:  

Effectiveness  

The degree to which participants succeeded in tasks and how well they succeeded are 

frequently measured by task completion, accuracy and error rates (Hornbæk 2006: 82). During 

this experiment four possible outcomes for each task’s completion were recorded. A task 

could be:  

a) completed successfully, and therefore met the necessary outcome to get the correct 

answer. 

b) completed through an alternative method, one that still reached the required answer 

but through unconventional means. Alternative methods were only recorded when a 

user used their own free decision to contact Megabus.com and found the contact 

number or email address on the website.  

c) failed due to an incorrect answer. 

d) failed due to giving up; not including users who made passing comments during a 

task that they “would have given up by now” but rather those users who, after 

exhausting their efforts, insisted they were unable to find the answer. 

Noting instances when users undid a command/went back can often aid in the discovery of 

usability issues as the original action did not lead to expected or desired results (Akers, 

Simpson, Jeffries and Winograd 2009: 667). Errors rates were recorded when the user went to 

a ‘dead-end’ page/link that could not retrieve the correct answer and required the user to go 

back. If a user revisited the wrong page/link this was counted as an additional error. Errors 

were also recorded if the user left a correct page that could have retrieved the answer. 

Assists, given as procedural help in order to allow the test to proceed (NIST 2001: 10), were 

recorded when the researcher had to intervene during a task due to a user being stuck, 

repeating a wrong sequence (Dumas and Loring 2008: 38) or beginning to give up e.g. “Do 

you want to try going back to the Customer Service page?” Assists were not recorded for 

clarification on tasks or for encouraging participants to think aloud. 
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Efficiency: 

Efficiency relates to how much is demanded from a participant to complete a task and the 

level of effectiveness achieved. As with the most frequently used measurement of efficiency 

(Hornbæk 2006: 84) this study measured time on task and assessed it by the mean time, in 

seconds, taken on a task of all participants (both completed and failed – unless otherwise 

stated). Time was recorded on a stopwatch after participants had read through their task and 

at the moment they began working on the website. Time was stopped after a participant 

vocalised they had completed/given up on the task, wrote the answer on the sheet, or it was 

apparent the task was completed/failed. 

‘Mental effort’ and ‘task completion ease’ are additional efficiency measures adopted by some 

usability studies (Hornbæk 2006: 86) and a similar measure has been used in this assessment 

to note whether tasks were completed with ease or difficulty. This subjective measure was 

recorded by the researcher based on behavioural observations (e.g. participants getting 

visibly frustrated or distressed) and/or comments made by the participants during a task.    

Observations: 

The predominant method for usability data collected was through observations. To ensure the 

most effective usability test, a combination of three observation methods was used to collect 

usability data (IAR 2007). For ‘test monitoring’ the researcher/monitor recorded participant 

behaviour and comments throughout the usability test creating narrative descriptions of the 

test. ‘Direct recording’ was implemented with internal laptop software Blueberry: BB Flashback 

Express Recorder that recorded a webcam video image of the participant, their screen activity 

and audio. Lastly, the ‘think aloud’ method enabled the researcher’s perceptions to be 

combined with actual verbal commentary from participants performing the tasks. 

Satisfaction:  

A user’s subjective response to using the product may be an important correlate of 

motivation for using a product and potentially linked to performance (CIF 2001: 11). Post-test 

questionnaires were used to measure participant satisfaction. Validated satisfaction 

questionnaires are recommended such as QUIS and SUMI (Hornbæk 2006: 97). However, 

these questionnaires were too comprehensive for purposes of this study so a customised 

user-friendly questionnaire was fashioned that incorporated their key elements (See: 

Appendices, p44). 
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Materials 

Participants:  

Ethics and Consent Form (adapted from usability.gov resources), Study Overview, Task Sheet, 

Post-test Satisfaction Questionnaire, Pen, Laptop (Windows 7).     

Researcher:  

Script, Task Performance Sheet, Note-pad, Pen, Stop-watch, USB Storage Device, Video 

Camera          (See: Appendices, p39). 

 

Test Environment  

The test was carried out in participants’ home to replicate the product’s context of use.  A 

Windows 7 laptop was provided to the participants with Blueberry: Flashback Express 

Recorder software installed to capture the screen activity and webcam. Due to complications 

and compatibility issues with the software installation on Mac OS, the initial plan to perform 

the usability test from participants’ personal computers/laptops was not carried out. 

Therefore, a neutral default desktop background was preset on the laptop provided with 

Firefox as the default browser present as a desktop icon. The browser history was cleared to 

prevent it redirecting to the uk.megabus.com site when entering the megabus.com URL.  

Although, common minor distractions in the home provided realistic context of use, 

participants willingly tended to make provisions for the test e.g. turning the TV volume down 

or shutting the door. The test comprised of 1 participant and 1 researcher (acting as 

administrator, moderator and facilitator); however, on most occasions other people/children 

were present in the home during the test.    

 

Ethics  

The testing of this study was carried out in accordance with the Usability Professionals’ 

Association: Code of Professional Conduct (UPA 2005) and The British Psychology Society: 

Ethics Guidelines for Internet-mediated Research as it “help[s] with the process of ethical 

decision making in the context of specifying and implementing appropriate IMR research 

designs” (BPS 2013: 2). The uk.megabus.com website’s terms and conditions stipulate that 

users of the site “must be 18 years of age or over… and possess the legal authority to enter 

into the conditions of use” (2013); therefore, all subjects in this study also met these criteria.  

Participants were given anonymity and their name was omitted from the study. Furthermore, 

their performance was not individually attributable and participants were assured that no 

information pertaining to their performance or involvement in the study would be reported 

outside this study (Usability.gov 2013: 6). Participants were also given the opportunity at the 

end of the test session to opt-out of being a part of the study (See: Appendices, p39). 
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Procedures  

1. The study overview was read out by the researcher to ensure participants could make an 

informed decision to take part (See: Appendices, p40).    

2. The participants were then talked through, and asked to sign, an ethics and consent form 

for data and image capture to be used in this report (See: Appendices, p41).  

3. Participants were given a unique participant ID to ensure confidentiality and to de-

identify them in the study. 

4. A study overview, task sheet and pen were provided. 

5. The laptop was set up for them in their home and the screen recorder turned on. 

6. The researcher demonstrated the ‘think aloud’ technique as it is an unnatural thing for 

users to do without being taught (Hertzum and Jacobsen 2001: 425). 

7. The researcher was positioned close by and in clear sight of the laptop display screen for 

effective engagement, monitoring and observation of the participant. 

8. The researcher was permitted to converse with participants, encourage participant 

dialogue and thinking aloud during tasks, elicit participants’ responses through light, 

non-intrusive questioning (e.g. “so what were you expecting to see here?”), give 

reassurance/reinforcement, and give immaterial guidance and clarification on tasks. 

9. During each task performed by the participant, the researcher was tracking the task time 

taken and recording the task progress under the following: Task Number; Errors; Assists; 

Success Rate (with ease, with difficulty, alternative method); Failure (incorrect answer, 

gave up); Observations (See: Appendices, p43). 

10. In the final task, participants were allowed to freely browse the site or visit other relevant 

sites. Only observations were recorded. 

11. Following the test participants completed a satisfaction questionnaire on their overall 

experience with the site (See: Appendices, p44). 

12. At the end of the session participants signed the last part of the consent form confirming 

that they were in agreement with the research being used (See: Appendices, p41). 
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Results 

Tasks 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Task: 1. Enter the UK website  

Time: (mean)   00:00:25 

Errors: (mean)   0.4 (0) 

Assists: (mean)  0 

Success: (%)   100% 

Problems 

 
On the updated Welcome: ‘select a 

location’ page 4 out of 5 users did not 

instantly click English under Europe 

and hesitated before going into the 

UK site. 2 of these 4 users were 

slightly confused and repeatedly 

clicked the EU symbol before realising 

to click the British flag symbol. 

 

 

Difficulty 

Ease 

 

Difficulty 

Ease 

 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Errors 

Assists 

4 out of 5 users were either confused or frustrated by the ‘Search & Buy’ engine 

having options for ‘Country’ and ‘Travelling by’ as they were deemed “pointless” 

/“obvious.”  

5 out of 4 users hesitated at the ‘Basket’/’check-out’ stage scrolling up and down 

looking to proceed. Users commented that they expected “check-out” at the top. 

   

Task: 2.1. Book the cheapest ticket from Newcastle to London  

Time: (mean)   00:04:01 

Errors: (mean)   0 

Assists: (mean)  0 

Success: (%)   100% 

Problems 

 

[5] 

[5] 
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Task: 2.2. Find the facilities offered on Megabus  

Time: (mean)   00:02:20 

Errors: (mean)   2.4 (2) 

Assists: (mean)  0.8 (1) 

Success: (%)   100% 

Problems 

 
Only 1 out of 5 users went directly to 

the homepage and down to the 

‘megabus Features’ list of facilities.  

All other users mistakenly went to 

‘Service Information’ first. 2 of these 

users also went to ‘Customer Service: 

About Megabus’ but did not find any 

information on facilities. 

   

Task: 2.3. Are these facilities on your Newcastle bus?  

Time: (mean)   00:02:04 

Errors: (mean)   1.6 (2) 

Assists: (mean)  0.6 (1) 

Success: (%)   60% 

Problems 

 
4 out of 5 users went back to ‘Your 

trip results’ and mistakenly clicked 

on their ticket’s ‘Schedule View’.  

2 of these users also tried clicking 

on the ‘Sid logo’ (Megabus man) 

before checking the ‘Itinerary’. 

4 out of 5 users were uncertain 

about the specifics around 

‘megabus Features’ and found the 

information obscure and ”unclear”.   

 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Errors 

Assists 

 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Errors 

Assists 

 

Difficulty 

Ease 

 

Difficulty 

Ease 

[1] 

[1] 

Failed 
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  Task: 3. Weekend return trip anywhere on a £10 budget  

Time: (mean)   00:07:11 

Errors: (mean)   2.8 (3) 

Assists: (mean)  1  

Success: (%)   0% 

Problems 

 
5 out of 5 users expected to find a 

“deals page”. 

4 out of 5 users tried to use the 

‘Network Map’ feature on the 

homepage but were frustrated it sent 

them back to the homepage (‘Search & 

Buy’ engine).  

5 out of 5 users tried clicking the 

adverts referring to sales but did not 

find the information useful. 

5 out of 5 users realised they would 

have to manually search out cheap 

tickets using the ‘Search & Buy’ engine 

and all eventually gave up. 

Task: 4. What time should you check-in for international travel?  

Time: (mean)   00:03:55 

Errors: (mean)   2.2 (2) 

Assists: (mean)  0.2 (0) 

Success: (%)   40% 

Problems 

 
5 out of 5 users went to ‘Customer 

Service’ but could not find a relevant 

subheading.  

3 out of 5 users went into ‘FAQ’s’ 

without success and searched for 

“check-in” but did not see any results. 

The 2 of the 5 users who completed 

the task did so by deciding to contact 

Megabus as details were not online. 

 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Errors 

Assists 

 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Errors 

Assists 

Failed 

Failed 

 

Difficulty 

Ease 

 

Difficulty 

Ease 

[0] 

[0] 
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Task: 6. What delays are currently affecting Megabus coaches?  

Time: (mean)   00:02:35 

Errors: (mean)   2 

Assists: (mean)  0.2 (0) 

Success: (%)   80% 

Problems 

 
5 out of 5 users went to ‘Service 

Information’ and were frustrated and 

shocked not to find current delays. 

5 out of 5 users commented on how 

outdated some of the ‘Service 

Information’ was. 

Only 2 out of 4 users who completed 

the task did so by going to the Twitter 

symbol, the other 2 users decided they 

would contact Megabus. 

 

   

 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Errors 

Assists 

Failed 

 

Difficulty 

Ease 

5 out of 5 users already remembered where to find the information. 

4 out of 5 users used the link on the homepage under the ‘Search & Buy’ engine. 

1 out of 5 users went into ‘Customer Service’. 

 

 

Difficulty 

Ease 

Task: 5. What is the maximum luggage allowed on board?  

Time: (mean)   00:00:18 

Errors: (mean)   0 

Assists: (mean)  0 

Success: (%)   100% 

Problems 

 

[0] 

[5] 
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Satisfaction 

On a scale of 1 – 5 how would you rate the website’s: 

 

 

 

                         Low               High 

ease of use 

 

 

 

trustworthiness 

 

 

 

intuitiveness 

 

 

 

attractiveness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   3         2       1 

users   users  user   

1 5 

    5                    4                     

 users              users               

         

ease of use:         

trustworthiness:        

intuitiveness:         

attractiveness:         

Mean 

2.2 

2.2 

1.8 

2.6 
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Were there features you expected to see but didn’t? 

MB001 “Looking for a cheap ticket option, proper live updates, contact us on homepage”  

MB002 “Expected the adverts and map to show cheap tickets” 

MB003 “Deals button, Easy Jet style calendar and a twitter feed for delays”  

MB004 “A child option with the tickets section”  

MB005 “Offers, deals, cheap fares on homepage” 

 

What aspect of the site did you like the most, and why? 

MB001 “None”  

MB002 “Content on homepage, if it actually worked” 

MB003 “Language buttons on top look good”  

MB004 “Guess the first task was quite straight forward for booking”  

MB005 “Having a list in ‘Travelling to’ as you might not be able to spell city name” 

 

What aspect of the site did you dislike the most, and why? 

MB001 “Long time to complete simple tasks, sloppy site – had spelling mistakes”  

MB002 “Fact it didn’t look professional” 

MB003 “Search and buy was too hard to use, not friendly”  

MB004 “Couldn’t find answers to questions, normally forces you off the site”  

MB005 “Information was too difficult to find, both bus and train is stupid” 
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Recommendations 

Guidelines:  

Recommendations for the Megabus.com website have been carefully considered in response to the usability test. These recommendations also 

incorporate usability guidelines, where suitable and applicable, as outlined in:  

1. U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services (Usability.gov) (2006) The Research-based Web Design & Usability Guidelines 

2. Webcredible (2011) Flights Online: Ensuring Your Site Takes Off – Online Travel Usability Report   

 

 

  

* 

* 

* 

Observations Interpretation Recommendation 

Welcome Page 

The amended Welcome: ‘select a 

location’ page only caused slight 

confusion for 2 users who repeatedly 

clicked the EU logo instead of the 

British Flag: ‘English.’ 

 

 

 

As the British Flag symbol has now been added to the English option, 

and it has been given priority and greater visibility, users have less 

room for error. It is essential that if a welcome selection page appears 

before the main site users are able to get to their correct domain 

efficiently. 

1. Further testing into the design of the Welcome: 

‘select a location’ page is needed to ensure it is the 

most effective way to perform this function. Testing 

with eye tracking equipment is recommended. 

 

2. Potentially the branding/marketing in the UK could 

be changed to “Megabus.co.uk” so that UK users go 

directly to the UK site without needing to enter a 

domain selection process.  

Search & Buy Engine  (homepage feature) 

Almost all users were frustrated by the 

‘Country’ and ‘Travelling by’ selections 

in the ‘Search & Buy’ engine. Users 

thought it would be obvious that they 

were leaving from England and 

travelling by bus. 

Having already selected English in the Welcome: ‘select a location’ 

page, users were annoyed to have to specify England again. However, 

this option is important if a traveller wants to leave from a foreign 

location 

 

‘Travelling by’ option is only necessary because the site wishes to 

include their Mega train services. Users who realised this (in testing 

and station survey) were suspicious and angry as it was obvious they 

wanted to travel by coach. 

3. ‘Country’ selection should remain but making 

England (or UK, or IP location) the default would be 

advised to speed up the booking process. 

 

4.  Megabus.com should not mix their transport services 

and remove the ‘Travelling by’ option and only return 

results for bus travel. An advert/link at the bottom of 

the page or in their information section could inform 

users of their alternative services. 
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Observations Interpretation Recommendation 

During free browsing 2 users 

commented on the obscure passenger 

selections (especially with relation to 

child tickets and ‘concessions’).   

Clear explicit information of passenger type will speed up the booking 

process and prevent users making mistakes or being unsure what to 

select.  

5. Number of passengers should specify “Adult” and 

“Child” and both ”Child” and ‘Concessions’ should 

include an “info” icon/bubble to clarify the conditions 

of these selections and links to more information. 

 

(See: Customer Service) 

Some users took time putting in a 

passenger number as it had to be 

input with the I-cursor and a keyboard 

number. 

 

Countries and cities were only 

accessed using a drop down selection. 

However, several users commented 

that they preferred to be given the 

option to type in a country. 

Not having contemporary input features may slow down users who 

are familiar with methods being used on other sites. Giving more 

options/methods for inputting data will give diverse users more 

flexibility and increase the ‘Search & Buy’ engine’s efficiency. 

 

 

6. Passenger number input should be accessed by both 

the I-cursor/keyboard and an additional up and down 

button selector. 

 

 

7.  A function that enables ‘Country’ and ‘Travelling 

to/from’ to be both accessed by a drop down 

selection and manual typing. Furthermore, the 

manual typing should have auto-complete to avoid 

spelling errors and reduce the booking process time. 

Some users were frustrated that they 

could not enter a field in the ‘Search & 

Buy’ engine mid-way and had to enter 

data in a specific order. 

Enabling flexibility in the search field order will reduce the booking 

process time and improve the user experience of this feature 

(Webcredible 2011: 11). 

8. Have unlocked fields so users can input data at any 

point e.g. ‘Travelling to’ before number of ‘Adults.’ 

And, make it clear when/where required fields have 

been missed (highlight them with a message). 

Search Results 

Some users had to go back and forth 

from the results to the homepage 

when wanting to amend their search. 

Sites should make it easy to refine searches or look for a different trip 

and allow users to start a new search directly from results page 

(Webcredible 2011: 17). 

9. If possible, include the ‘Search & Buy’ engine on this 

page or a way to easily manipulate results. 

Several users expected to find 

information about the facilities 

available on their specific bus journey 

on the results page. Many clicked the 

‘Sid logo’ under ‘Carrier’ heading or 

‘Schedule - view.’ 

Megabus.com should disclose what type of bus is being used for 

journeys so facilities available on them can be confirmed. It is 

important in this section so that users can make informed decisions 

about their purchase. 

10. Information on bus type and its facilities should also 

be accessible under the ‘Carrier’ heading (probably 

through clicking the ‘Sid logo’). 

 

(See: View Basket: Your Itinerary, Homepage and 

Customer Service) 

 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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Observations Interpretation Recommendation 

‘Schedule – view’ information only 

reiterates information already on the 

results page. More information could 

be provided in this feature. 

 

None of the users were able to find 

information for the international (or 

domestic) check-in time on the 

website. 

Clear information on stations is essential for passengers; where it is, 

how to get there, what the transport links are (Webcredible 2011: 18). 

This enables users to make informed decisions on their bookings. 

 

 

Information for the international check-in times is not available on the 

website (only in a post-booking email verification) and information on 

domestic check-in is hidden in the ‘Terms & Conditions’ page. 

11. ‘Schedule-view’ should give information about the 

station or a pop-up link to direct details on the 

station selected (e.g. ‘Stops’ page). 

 

 

12.  ‘Important!‘ heading, Schedule-view’ or a specific 

‘info’ icon/bubble should also inform users of check-

in information. Especially for international check-in as 

it is different depending on the station (i.e. Victoria 

Station). 

 

(See: View Basket: Your Itinerary and Customer 

Service ) 

View Basket: Your Itinerary 

Almost all users hesitated in the 

‘Itinerary’ stage unable to instantly 

locate the ‘Check out’ section. Users 

had to scroll down the page to 

proceed with their bookings.  

The information on the ‘Itinerary’ page needs to be more relevant and 

succinct. Users are also delayed on this section as the ‘Check out’ is 

not visible. Sites should use a clear confirmation page with a clear next 

step included (Webcredible 2011: 19). 

13. Revise information/directions on the ‘Itinerary’ page. 

 

14. Include a hovering ‘Check out – Pay for Journey(s)’ 

feature that is always visible even as users scroll down 

the page. 

Useful information for users is missing 

from the ‘Itinerary’ page.  

Important information should be made available at several points in 

the website. 

15. Information in the itinerary page should include: 

bus type/facilities, check-in times, and where to 

access updates on delays (i.e. Twitter). 

Homepage 

Users frequently went to the ‘Service 

Information’ button on the navigation 

menu bar expecting something else.  

 

Users were surprised at how outdated 

and unimportant the information was 

especially when searching for current 

updates on delayed journeys. 

Navigation menus, labels and headings should be clear and intuitive 

meeting users’ expectations. The ambiguous title meant users visited 

this page when looking for “information” on bus facilities/”services”. 

 

The information here was incorrectly prioritised over current updates 

on the service and delays. 

16. The ‘Service Information’ button should be renamed 

“Service Updates.” 

 

 

17. The page should be split; prioritising “Live Updates” 

on service/delays from the @megabusuk Twitter 

posts and then displaying the existing more general 

service information underneath (without typos!). 

 

* 
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Observations Interpretation Recommendation 

All users expected to find a deals page 

in the navigation menu bar and were 

unable to complete the budget trip 

task using the ‘Search & Buy’ engine. 

Users on travel websites have expectations of accessing flexible, 

cheapest fare results (like that found on competitor site: 

nationalexpress.co.uk). As Megabus.com advertises fares as low as £1, 

these low fares should be easily accessed when available. 

18. Add a “Deals” or “Lowest Fares” menu in the 

navigation bar that directs to a contemporary 

calendar based feature listing lowest fares that are 

easy to adapt; destination, date, etc. 

All users clicked the adverts on the 

homepage and were disappointed with 

where they linked to especially those 

referring to tickets ‘On Sale Now’ or for 

‘£5 tickets’. 

The adverts were generally viewed by users as good features but 

failing in their delivery. By not providing direct access to what is being 

advertised, the adverts are more-or-less useless and this frustrated 

users.  

19. The advert destinations need to be revised, those 

informing of cheap tickets should link directly to a list 

of “Deals” or “Lowest Fares” and the MegabusGold 

advert should have a direct link to its website either in 

the advert or on the following page. 

Almost all users went to the ‘Network 

Map’ expecting it to help them look for 

cheapest destinations. 

 

Users found the map tricky to use and 

couldn’t see the point in it. 

The ‘Network Map’ lacked in function and purpose. Users felt it should 

have benefitted them during their browsing or searching tasks. 

 

 

Users were particularly frustrated by the ‘Network Map’ returning 

them back to the homepage’s ‘Search & Buy’ engine.  

20. This feature needs more attention in terms of 

defining its purpose and improving its usability  

(requires more investigation). 

 

21. The ‘Map’ should lead into search results pages so 

users don’t feel they have wasted their efforts.  

All users were confused by the 

importance given to The ‘Service 

Information’ feed box on the 

homepage. 

The prominent ‘Service Information’ feed box on the homepage does 

not offer users desired/relevant information. The Twitter link does 

contain the information users are looking for; however, it is not very 

visible on the homepage and only 2 users found it.   

22. This ‘Service Information’ feed box should be 

renamed “Live Updates” or “Live Service Updates” and 

should display @megabusuk Twitter posts on 

service/delays. 

Almost all users struggled to find the 

‘megabus Features’ box listing facilities 

at the bottom of the homepage. 

 

All users were uncertain exactly what 

facilities were offered on their bus. 

The information on what facilities/services are offered with Megabus 

was not easy to find and users took a significantly long time to find 

the features box. 

 

The ‘available on selected services’ note underneath the ‘megabus 

Features’ box was too ambiguous and did not clarify exactly what 

passengers are getting for their money. Megabus.com should disclose 

what type of bus is being used for journeys so facilities available on 

them can be confirmed. 

23. The ‘megabus Features’ box should be renamed 

“megabus Facilities (and Services)” and given more 

visibility. 

 

24. The ‘megabus Features’ box should give a clear 

disclosure on whether or not specific facilities are 

offered and on what services. 

 

 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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Observations Interpretation Recommendation 

Some users who could not complete 

specific tasks had to seek out the 

Megabus.com contact number. Several 

users commented on the number not 

being present in the heading.  

 

2 users scrolled down to the bottom of 

the homepage looking for a link to 

‘Contact Us’ but could not find it. 

It is essential that contact numbers are visible and clear on the website 

and during the booking process to avoid site abandonment. 

Furthermore, this will reassure users that Megabus.com is a 

trustworthy company (Webcredible 2011: 20). 

 

 

There is a bug in the website’s layout at the bottom of the page. As a 

result the images of the credit card options are obscuring the 

important links including ‘Contact Us’.  

25. ‘General Enquiries’ and ‘Phone Booking’ numbers 

should be placed on the homepage and throughout 

the site appearing in the constant logo banner. Call 

costs and opening hours should be included 

underneath the number. 

 

26.  Fix the layout issue and include ‘Contact Us’ link in 

the long list under ‘Explore megabus.com.’ 

 

Customer Service  (main page from navigation menu) 

Users viewed the ‘Useful links’ tab as 

the default page when accessing 

‘Customer Service.’ Many users made 

errors visiting irrelevant headings in 

the ‘Useful links’ list. Users found it 

particularly frustrating when they failed 

to find information on “bus facilities” 

and “check-in” times. 

 

 

 

The order of the headings in ‘Useful links’ does not seem to be 

appropriate and users took a while to read through them all. 

 

Users were unable to find important information in this section due to 

useful headings/links missing from the list. 

27. Headings on this page need to be prioritised 

probably starting with ‘About Megabus’ then ‘Terms 

& Conditions,’ “Megabus Facilities,” ‘Luggage 

Allowance,’ “Service Updates,” “Check-In”… etc. 

 

28. ‘About Megabus’ should also have a brief statement 

listing the facilities offered on their buses.  

 

29. A ‘Check-In’ heading should be added with 

information for domestic and international travel. 

Note: International check-in information is missing 

from the ‘Terms & Conditions.’ 

All users who went to the ‘FAQ’s’ did 

not find the information they were 

seeking and were particularly 

frustrated with the search engine. 

The information provided in the preset questions is not always 

sufficient/clear (e.g. “are children over 3 Concession or Adult?”).  

 

The search engine does not recognise enough similar keywords for 

generating results on issues. 

30. Revise information for the preset questions/answers 

and provide clear explanations including check-in 

information and on board facilities. 

 

31. Increase keyword alternatives for generating results. 

Users who went to the ‘Contact Us’ 

page in ‘Customer Service’ found it 

confusing and took some time before 

finding the number they needed. 

The information in this section has not been displayed well. A main 

issue is having the UK numbers for ‘Booking by Phone’ and ‘General 

Enquiries’ mixed in with international information and phone numbers. 

32. Restructure the information on this page to prioritise 

all the UK call and contact information. Consider 

headings for easier transition between the various 

sections of information.  

 

* 

* 
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Discussion 

Experimental Design 

A potential confounding variable during the test became apparent when participant MB005 

commented that they were more familiar with using a desktop computer than the laptop 

provided. If it were possible, having participants working on their own devices and systems 

would have not only prevented this unintentional variable but also widened the 

generalisability of the test conditions. 

The goal of this usability test was to uncover usability issues so, despite relatively few 

participants being used, they were able to uncover major problems in the site’s usability 

(Dumas and Redish 1999 :36) and expose areas that need improving. Nevertheless, a greater 

number of participants, representative of more personas and experience levels, and a greater 

variety of tasks would have potentially brought to light additional usability issues. 

 

Free Browsing 

Conventional usability testing maintains user defined tasks that are focussed with clear 

limitations; fundamental for generating verifiable data and benchmarking a website. As this 

usability report also sought to uncover usability issues, a free browsing unrestricted final task 

was seen as appropriate and proved to be very effective. The free browsing task led to some 

participants making user journeys and explorations on the site that had not been represented 

in the set, defined tasks. As a result, the free browsing task was able to reveal several usability 

issues that would not have transpired otherwise (e.g. issues about child travel).  

The free browsing task also gave participants the opportunity to venture to other websites. 

Several participants visited links such as megabusgold.com or browsed competitor sites which 

enabled them to demonstrate the type of features they were expecting on Megabus.com. 

Although, the results of the free browsing task are utilised in the report’s recommendations, a 

comprehensive presentation of the practice and results would have been valuable.  

 

Measures 

A measure which was not included in this usability test was the number of clicks until task 

completion. Websites where users use less clicks to find information or complete tasks are 

more successful and achieve positive scores in other measures as concluded by Landauer and 

Nachbar (1985) and Bachiochi (1997). This data would have correlated with task time and 

been beneficial for benchmarking the current site and making future usability comparisons.   

The researcher’s documentation of users’ ease/difficulty with each task could have been 

corroborated with a feedback difficulty scale on the task sheet for the users.  Furthermore, 

techniques recommended for recording the measure of effort and difficulty more objectively 

could have been used such as assessing pupil dilation and/or heart rate (Hornbæk 2006: 88).   
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Conclusions 

Megabus.com 

Results from the usability test have highlighted numerous usability issues which have 

prevented users accessing information or completing essential tasks efficiently. Participant 

satisfaction ratings were all in the middle to low region and it was apparent that their bad 

experiences on the site heavily influenced their negative perceptions. Megabus need to re-

focus their attention on their UK market and greatly improve the service offered on their 

existing website to meet growing demand in UK coach travel and beat competition. Through 

implementing the recommendations outlined in this report the UK website will increase its 

usability performance, better match users’ expectations and improve the Megabus.com brand 

perception. 

 

Prototype 

All the recommendations outlined should be given due consideration but for the purpose of 

the prototype only a selection of them are featured. As the homepage is the primary access 

point and contains the most important object for generating ticket results (the ‘Search & Buy’ 

engine), the prototype focuses on demonstrating and presenting the recommendations for 

the UK Megabus.com ‘Homepage’ and ‘Search & Buy Engine’. The only additional page 

represented in the prototype is the “Lowest Fares” page as it does not exist on the original 

site; all other links are non-functional. 

The blue highlighted fields in Recommendations (See: p24-33) are those 

featured in the prototype. 

 

 

www.pelicanvalley.co.uk/portfolio/megabusprototype/ 

  

N  

* 
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